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100+ TFlop Solidification Simulations on BlueGene/L
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We investigate solidification in tantalum and uranium systems ranging in size from 64,000 to
524,288,000 atoms on the IBM BlueGene/L computer at LLNL. Using the newly developed ddcMD
code, we achieve performance rates as high as 103 TFlops, with a performance of 101.7 TFlop
sustained over a 7 hour run on 131,072 cpus. We demonstrate superb strong and weak scaling. Our
calculations are significant as they represent the first atomic-scale model of metal solidification to
proceed, without finite size effects, from spontaneous nucleation and growth of solid out of the liquid,
through the coalescence phase, and into the onset of coarsening. Thus, our simulations represent
the first step towards an atomistic model of nucleation and growth that can directly link atomistic
to mesoscopic length scales.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the properties of matter under extreme
conditions is fundamental to researchers in fields as dis-
parate as astrophysics, planetary science and nuclear
physics. Scientists increasingly rely on computer mod-
els to develop this understanding since experiments are
often impossible (or extremely difficult) at pressures and
temperatures of interest.

Simulating complex systems (such as transition metals
or actinides) under extreme conditions poses several diffi-
culties. As the disorder in the system increases, describ-
ing the relevant physics requires increasingly large sys-
tems. Further, the length of time necessary to model non-
equilibrium behavior is also increasing. Systems with
hundreds of billions of atoms have been simulated but
these typically use computationally inexpensive pair (or
pair-like) potentials that are inadequate for the complex
systems that we are discussing. Billion atom simulations
are feasible using highly accurate many-body quantum-
based interaction potentials, such as MGPT[6–8]. Ulti-
mately, however, the required time scales to model non-
equilibrium behavior require a shorter wall-clock time to
solution than has been previously achieved. The new
generation of massively parallel computers, such as the
IBM BlueGene/L (BG/L) at Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory, provide the computational power nec-
essary to achieve that improvement. This improvement
entails reducing the size of the problem on each proces-
sor, a severe test of the strong scaling limit for a code.

We developed a parallel classical molecular dynamics
(MD) code (ddcMD) that achieves the required strong
scaling and efficiently implements the MGPT potentials
on BG/L. Using ddcMD on BG/L, we have modeled the
pressure-induced solidification of molten tantalum and
investigated solidification in quenched uranium. Our
tantalum simulations have yielded the first determina-
tion of the minimum sized needed to model solidification

through the rapid nucleation and growth and phase, dur-
ing which individual grains are formed, to the coarsen-
ing phase, during which the metal solidifies into a char-
acteristic microstructure. The recently started uranium
simulations are producing valuable data and we eagerly
await seeing a solidification event as the system contin-
ues to run. In the first seven hours of the run, we have
already achieved the highest sustained performance mea-
sured with an applications code.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: after a
brief overview of the BG/L architecture and the MGPT
interaction potentials, we describe the features of ddcMD
that enable simulation of complex systems under extreme
conditions (namely, a particle-based domain decomposi-
tion algorithm and a kernel of hand-tuned linear-algebra
routines), including a discussion of the performance and
scaling of the code on up to 131,072 processors of BG/L.
We then present our simulation results.

BLUEGENE/L ARCHITECTURE

BlueGene/L (BG/L) is a massively-parallel scientific
computing system developed by IBM in partnership
with the Advanced Simulation and Computing program
(ASC) of the US Department of Energy’s National Nu-
clear Security Agency [23, 24]. BG/L’s high-density cel-
lular design gives very high performance with low cost,
power and cooling requirements. The 65,536-node sys-
tem at LLNL is at this writing the fastest computer in
the world; the first half of the machine achieved 136.8
Tflops on the Linpack benchmark in May, 2005.

A compute node of BG/L is composed of only 10 chips:
its 700 MHz compute ASIC plus nine DRAM main mem-
ory chips. This highly integrated design drastically low-
ers power consumption and space requirements while fa-
voring communication and memory performance. The
BG/L ASIC has two independent PowerPC 440 cores,
each capable of two floating point operations per cycle
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FIG. 1: High-Level Schematic of the BlueGene/L Platform

including fused multiply-adds, yielding a theoretical peak
of 4 FLOPs per cycle, several independent network con-
trollers, three levels of cache, and memory controllers.
The two cores on each chip are identical, with their own
dual floating point units (FPUs) and symmetric access
to resources. Though each FPU is capable of two opera-
tions per cycle, the operations are not independent: the
second floating point pipe is usable only by 2-way SIMD
instructions, or by 2-way “SIMOMD” (i.e., single instruc-
tion, multiple operation, multiple data) instructions [24].
The theoretical peak of a single node is 2.8 GFLOPs,
hence 367 TFLOPs for the current 65,536-node system.

The system software supports two modes for applica-
tions to use the cores. In communication coprocessor
mode there is a single MPI task per node, with one pro-
cessor running the application, offloading much of the
work of message passing to the second processor. In vir-
tual node mode, two MPI tasks run on each node, one
task per core. The MPI implementation, based on Ar-
gonne National Lab’s MPICH-2, has been adapted to
make efficient use of BG/L’s three independent custom
networks (whose controllers are integrated into the BG/L
ASIC). Point-to-point and all-to-all communications are
handled by a three-dimensional torus. Broadcasts, reduc-
tions, and barriers are performed over two tree-topology
networks with high bandwidth and low latency (e.g., a
full-system barrier in under 2 µs).

CLASSICAL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS AND
MGPT INTERACTION POTENTIALS

Classical molecular dynamics (MD) modeling of atom-
istic processes requires specification of the total potential
energy of the system as a function of the coordinates of
all particles (atoms). The force on each particle is calcu-
lated from the gradient of the energy with respect to it’s

position:

~fi = −∇iU{~ri} .

The equations of motion for a collection of interacting
atoms is expressed as a simple set of first order ODE’s:

d~xi/dt = ~vi

d~vi/dt = ~fi(x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ,

where ~xi, ~vi and ~fi are respectively the position, velocity
and force of the ith atom. A variety of finite difference
algorithms can be used to numerically integrate these
equations; for the most part none are computationally
intensive relative to the evaluation of the forces (fi).

The potential function chosen, U{~ri}, ultimately de-
termines the physical accuracy of the simulation. Com-
mon choices for interaction potentials fall into several
classes. A pair-wise potential, such as the well-studied
Lennard-Jones potential, describes the energy of interac-
tion as simply U =

∑
i

∑
j φ(rij), where rij is the sepa-

ration between atoms i and j. Although pair-wise poten-
tials were derived for the study of noble gases, their sim-
plicity leads to their use in a variety of systems. Poten-
tials based on effective medium theory are only slightly
more complicated. The embedded atom method (EAM)
potentials are the best known example of this class, in
which the energy of interaction is written in two parts:

U =
∑

i

∑
j

φ(rij) +
∑

i

Fi (ρi) , ρi =
∑

j

f(rij)

The additional term on the right is a many-body term
– this term represents the energy Fi to embed a parti-
cle at ~ri in local electron density ρi, which depends on
the position of the j neighbors of atom i. The EAM
potentials are excellent models of metallic bonding for
simple (closed-shell) metals, such as copper or gold, and
have been used extensively since their creation in 1983
[12, 13].

Pair-wise (and most EAM-type) potentials produce
forces that are radially symmetric on the atoms [14].
This constraint is acceptable in modeling materials for
which these potentials were designed, such as noble gases
or closed-shell metals, since their bonding can be ap-
proximated closely as spherically symmetric. However,
metal elements containing partially-filled d−bands (such
as molybdenum or tantalum) or f−bands (such as ura-
nium) have more complicated bonding environments that
result in angularly dependent forces on the atoms. Accu-
rate modeling of these elements requires a more sophisti-
cated interaction potential that accounts for these forces.
In order to model solidification in tantalum and uranium
we use MGPT potentials that are derived from first-
principles generalized pseudopotential theory (GPT) us-
ing density functional theory [6–8]. Using GPT, we write



the total energy as an explicit function of volume:

U = NV0(Ω) +
∑
ij

F (rij ,Ω)

+ V3(Ω)
∑
ijk

Tr(HijHjkHki)

+ V4(Ω)
∑
ijkl

(Tr(HijHjkHklHli)

where Ω is the volume per atom and V0, . . . , V4 are func-
tions of Ω. F is a simple function of Ω and the bond
length r, and Hij is a hopping matrix along bond ij. H
is either a 5 × 5 matrix for d−electron elements such as
tantalum or 7 × 7 matrix for f electron elements such
as uranium, and the summation is over all pairs, triples,
quadruples, etc. . . of atoms. This series converges to the
exact result. For tantalum and uranium we retain terms
to fourth order, explicitly including interactions up to
quadruples. Written in this way, the use of the above
equation to calculate energies and forces (which consti-
tutes the kernel of the ddcMD code) is comprised of traces
of products of very small (no larger than 7×7) matrices.
The extra expense of these potentials causes MGPT cal-
culations to be approximately two orders of magnitude
more costly than an equivalently sized simulation using
EAM potentials.

DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION ON BG/L

An innovative domain decomposition scheme is the key
to the outstanding performance achieved by ddcMD on
BG/L. Our particle-based decomposition strategy allows
the processors to compute potentials for overlapping spa-
tial regions, which is an essential property for an MD
code that supports arbitrarily low numbers of atoms per
processor. In addition to this novel scheme for assigning
atoms to processors, the domain decomposition scheme of
ddcMD was designed to minimize redundant calculations
in order to minimize time-to-solution. In this section, we
describe the domain decomposition scheme used ddcMD,
including the details of its communication strategy.

Traditional decomposition algorithms determine the
atoms for which a given processor computes potentials
through a geometry-based (i.e., spatial) decomposition
scheme [9–11]. The simulated region is divided into
smaller regions or zones, each of which is assigned to
a processor. Communication is determined by proxim-
ity: typically only zones that share a boundary (i.e.,
nearest neighbors within the simulated space) need to
exchange locations of the atoms. This limited commu-
nication is achieved through the use of the interaction
cut-off distance: provided that zones are at least as large
as that distance in all three dimensions, then atoms in
non-neighboring zones do not interact. Although not
an inherent limitation, MD codes that use a geometry-

dcInit()
Initialize function and data pointers and global quantities

ddcAssignment()
Specify locations of domain center Rd

Assign Particle ri to the nearest domain center
Send particle to remote domain if not local
Receive particles sent from remote domains
Wait for communication to finish
Determine radius of domain wd = Max |riRd|
Perform an all to all communication of domain information (Rd and wd ).

ddcSendRecvList()
Determine “interacting” domains:
Remote domain r interacts with local domain d if |Rr−Rd| < wr+wd+rcut

For each “interacting” remote domain r:

Determine local particles that interact with remote domain: Particle
i interacts with domain r if |ri − Rr| < wr + rcut

Communicate this list to remote domain r

Receive list from remote domain

Construct local-remote particle interaction list.

ddcUpdateParticle()
Communicate interacting particles with remote domain[s]

ddcUpdateForce()
Communicate and accumulate partial forces from remote domains

ddcUpdateGlobal()
Accumulate partial energies, pressures, etc.

FIG. 2: Description of main ddc Routines

based decomposition frequently assume this communica-
tion pattern, which restricts the lower limit of particles
per processor that they can support. Also, they cannot
achieve good load balance for simulations of systems with
large density inhomogeneties, such as cracks and voids.

The systems simulated with ddcMD would be espe-
cially impacted by these limits. MGPT potentials have
relatively long cut-off distances. Further, simulating so-
lidification under the regimes of interest requires fairly
long time-scales. Eventually, ddcMD will be used to sim-
ulate systems with many cracks and voids. Finally, dd-
cMD is intended to run on truly massively parallel sys-
tems, such as BG/L. These factors combine to require
a decomposition scheme that supports unprecedented
strong scaling: the code must support reduced run-times
with very few atoms per processor.

The ddcMD particle-based domain decomposition
scheme does not assume spatially-implicit communica-
tion partners. Instead, each processor maintains a com-
munication list that explicitly tracks the other processors
with which it must communicate. The processors on the
list are exactly the ones that own atoms within the cut-off
distance of an atom owned by that processor. This list al-
lows ddcMD to limit communication to (almost) the min-
imum required during the normal simulation step. This
savings comes at the cost of communication required to
maintain the communication lists.

Figure 2 lists the routines used in ddcMD. The



ddcInit() routine initializes ddc and is called only
once, at the beginning of the code. The routine
ddcAssignment() assigns particles to domains. The
routine ddcSendRecvList maintains the communication
lists. The actual per step communication is performed in
ddcUpdateParticle(). The routine ddcUpdateForce()
uses increased communications to reduce redundant cal-
culations. Finally, the routine ddcUpdateGlobal() ac-
cumulates various partial sums.

The distributed algorithm that ddcAssignment() uses
to maintain the communication lists begins with each
processor calculating the center of its domain and a
bounding sphere. This information is exchanged between
all processors through a call to MPI Allgather(), from
which we determine at each processor the set of proces-
sors that own domains that overlap with it. This set is
then pruned by a communication that determines which
intersections of the bounding spheres actually contain
particles, thus limiting the communication lists to proces-
sors that actually have particles separated by less than
rcut. This set would be exactly those processors with
interacting particles, except that we increase the cut-
off distance beyond the interaction distance to allow the
communication list to be used for multiple time steps.

Spatial decomposition schemes must periodically up-
date ownership of atoms while the explicit communica-
tion lists allow a simulation to proceed without changing
ownership. However, the communication list can become
unacceptably large as the particles move over time. Thus,
the ddcAssignment routine should be called periodically
to limit communication costs. Initially, this routine uses
a spatial assignment. Similarly to traditional decompo-
sition schemes, it assigns atoms to the closest domain
center. Currently, subsequent calls reassign atoms to the
processor with the closest domain center. Eventually, the
routine will adjust the domain centers in order to provide
load balancing, which would support hardware systems
with heterogeneous processors as well as simulated sys-
tems with cracks and voids.

The ddcUpdateForce() routine is not strictly part of
the ddcMD particle-based domain decomposition strat-
egy. As already stated, it is used to eliminate many
of the redundant calculations typically present in MD
simulations. Every force calculation is symmetric; when
the particles are not owned by the same processor, ei-
ther both processors compute the same force or one must
communicate its result to the other. For simple pair po-
tentials, the communication costs outweigh the computa-
tion cost, and redundant computation leads to the fastest
time-to-solution. However, the redundant computation
increases time-to-solution with complicated many-body
potentials, such as the MGPT potential. This optimiza-
tion actually leads to reduced flop rates for ddcMD.

The following snippet of pseudo-code demonstrates the
use of ddc calls to parallelize an MD calculation:

main(){
ddcInit()
read_input()
ddcAssignment()
ddcSendRecvList()
ddcUpdateParticles()
loop {
Evaluate_Energies_Forces()
ddcUpdateForces()
ddcUpdateGlobal()
Time_Step_Equation_of_Motion()
if (I/O) Write_Snapshot()
if (finished) break
if (need_better_efficiency) ddcAssignment()
if (needed) ddcSendRecvList()
ddcUpdateParticles()

}
}

The particle-based domain decomposition strategy
provides the strong scaling behavior required by ddcMD,
as we demonstrate in a later section.

OPTIMIZING MGPT LINEAR ALGEBRA
KERNELS ON BLUEGENE/L

We use hand-tuned linear algebra kernels to exploit
BGL’s dual FPUs. One of these kernels is a simple
(small) matrix multiplication while the other is this same
matrix multiplication fused with a set of dot-product cal-
culations.

Let us consider two concrete examples of such compu-
tations. We will refer to these routines as 5× 5× 4 and
7× 7× 4, suitable for transition metals (d-electron) and
actinide metals (f-electron), respectively. Each is a small
matrix multiplication (m = n = k = 5 or 7) followed by
a series of dot products against 4 other matrices (viewed
as vectors) of the correct size. It is possible to carry out
these computations by calls to the BLAS routines dgemm
and ddot, but one can achieve higher performance by
fusing the two routines. Fusing the routines has many
benefits; the most straightforward is that it avoids stor-
ing the intermediate matrix product.

By carefully crafting the call sites to the fused rou-
tines, we ensure that the operands reside in L1 cache at
almost every invocation. This allows the fused routines
to run at very close to the peak rate of the machine (ig-
noring function call overhead, which is not insignificant
in such small routines). Further, it allows the compiler
to do a reasonable job of optimization, as its instruction
scheduling currently assumes that operands are in the L1
cache.

The construction of the fused routines reflects two im-
portant aspects of the system architecture. First, the
system can issue one floating-point and one load-store in-



struction per cycle, making it logical to attempt to sched-
ule the two in an interleaved fashion. Second, the FPU is
capable of two-way SIMD instructions, potentially dou-
bling FP performance.

Small kernels, like the fused routines, need to exploit
both the memory subsystem and the ISA of the machine.
The BG/L architecture supplies respectable bandwidth
(4 bytes/cycle) from the most remote level of memory,
but the algorithm surrounding these kernels was arranged
such that when the kernels were called all operands are
found in the L1 cache, with its 16 byte/cycle bandwidth,
approximately 90% of the time.

In the 5 × 5 × 4 kernel, we must compute an m =
n = k = 5 matrix product followed by 4 dot-products of
length 25. A matrix product costs 2mnk flops when using
fused multiply-adds (FMAs). Note that if the operands
were to reside in main memory, the system would require
300 cycles to load all operands for the 5× 5× 4 case and
588 cycles for the 7 × 7 × 4 case. Here we have ignored
latency, but that would be a non-negligible penalty even
on BG/L for such small matrices.

We will restrict our attention to an outer-product for-
mulation of the matrix multiplication, as this approach
works well on matrices with dimensions of this scale.

The PPC440 architecture of BG/L has several FMA
instructions that can cut the required cycles for both
kernels by a factor of almost 2, dropping the required
number of FPU instructions to 225 (125 for matrix mul-
tiplication and 100 for dot products) for the 5×5×4 case
and 539 (343 for matrix multiplication and 196 for dot
products) for the 7× 7× 4 kernel. Hence, ensuring that
the matrices are in the L1 cache is clearly advantageous.

We take advantage of a more global picture than might
be available to the compiler in order to use BG/L’s SIMD
instructions. We fuse a matrix multiplication (A×B →
C) with a series of dot products. We can potentially
achieve an optimal register layout for the C matrix if all
vectors used in the dot-product operations are 16-byte
aligned. Namely, the one in which every register in C
“lines up with” (can be used in a SIMD fashion with)
the vectors in the dot-product calculations (right side of
Fig. 3). There is also what we refer to as a näıve layout
that allows for less complicated coding.

For the näıve layout, the 5 × 5 matrix multiplication
must take 75 FP cycles (15 × 5) while the 7 × 7 matrix
product has to consume at least 196 cycles. Even worse,
the A and B operands will not be correctly aligned unless
great care is taken and the 5 × 5 product will consume
99 FP cycles (only alternate columns of C can utilize the
SIMD FMA instructions) and the 7×7 product will take
268 FP cycles to complete. The calculation of the dot-
products is similarly hindered by this, näıve, register lay-
out. Therefore, we will no longer discuss the dot-product
cost, especially as it is optimized with the register layout
discussed here.

The PPC440 ISA has several the types of loads: SIMD

R1 R4 R7 R10 R13

R2 R5 R8 R11 R14
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R11

R12
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FIG. 3: Register layouts for matrix C. On the left is the
näıve layout, using 15 SIMD FP registers, but leaving 5 of
them half filled. On the right is the layout that allows for
maximal performance during dot product calculation, using
13 registers, with just one half filled.

(parallel) loads and loads into either the primary or
secondary part of a floating-point register. Each type
takes one cycle when the data is in the L1 cache. Note
that parallel loads require 16-byte alignment while pri-
mary/secondary loads require only 8-byte alignment.

In order to lower the FP instructions to 65 for the 5×5
matrix multiplications (175 for the 7×7), one copy of the
registers from A or B (we choose A) must be “aligned”
with the register image of the C matrix. This may require
loading the some elements of A or B more than once
(into different FP registers). Here we describe the kinds
of additional (“shadow”) loads required and summarize
their impact on performance in Tab. I.

Let us assume that each matrix and each vector is
quad-word (16-byte) aligned, but not padded. Thus ev-
ery other column is not 16-byte aligned (since each ma-
trix is of odd dimension). To achieve the desired mapping
of data to registers, three classes of loads are required.
Class 0 loads are the expected loads, performed on 16-
byte aligned data in the A matrix and the loads of the
B matrix that are done by necessity if one carries out
a standard outer-product calculation. Class 1 loads are
those done on the A matrix so that it holds a copy of
the registers aligned with the C matrix “target.” The
use of Class 1 and Class 2 loads of A implies that not
all elements of A are loaded in Class 0. Class 2 loads
of A (and B) are performed so that the elements of C
that occupy a single SIMD register, but are components
of two different columns can be used in the same cycle.

Although we can avoid most of the Class 0 loads of B
(as the same elements are loaded in Class 2), this is not
a wise choice. As shown in Tab. I under “OptimizedL
SIMD,” this lowers the number of load instructions for
the 7× 7 matrix from 144 to 123 (73 to 63 for the 5× 5).
However, there is a unified load-to-use penalty for the



TABLE I: “Shadow” loads and FP instructions for kernel ver-
sions.

Matrix Class Class Class Class Class Total FP

size 0/A 0/B 1/A 2/A 2/B shadow instrs

Naive non-SIMD

5× 5 25 25 50 125

7× 7 49 49 98 343

Naive SIMD

5× 5 15 15 30 99

7× 7 28 28 56 268

Optimized SIMD

5× 5 10 13 20 10 20 73 65

7× 7 21 25 42 14 42 144 175

OptimizedL SIMD

5× 5 10 3 20 10 20 63 65

7× 7 21 4 42 14 42 123 175

Padded SIMD

5× 5 15 15 30 75

7× 7 28 28 56 196

SIMD registers. That is, when one loads the primary part
of an FP register, the secondary part cannot be used for 5
cycles, and vice versa. For both the 5×5 and 7×7 matrix
multiplication, this register coupling effect eliminates the
benefit of reducing the loads.

Thus, in the case of the optimized SIMD code, the 7×7
matrix multiplication is FP dominated (144 Load cycles
vs. 175 FP cycles) and nearly optimal. The 5 × 5 case
is load dominated (73 load cycles vs. 65 FP cycles). To
bring the latter case into better balance, we can use 4
move instructions in the place of 4 single load instruc-
tions, bringing both load and FPU cycles to a nearly
optimal 69 cycles.

When considering performance portability and ease of
coding, padding each column by one additional element
in the input matrices makes coding simpler and register
pressure less problematic. A quick analysis shows that
the 7×7 matrix multiplication should consume 196 cycles
of computation when all operands are in the L1 cache
while the follow-on dot-products for the 7 × 7 × 4 case
will take 112 (28 × 4) additional cycles. Padding is not
necessary in the case of the 5 × 5 matrix product and
this almost-optimal approach is also the practical one.
Unfortunately, the entire C (product) matrix consumes
25 of the processor’s 32 SIMD FP registers in the case of
the 7×7 matrix so one cannot use the approach outlined
above unless one computes the C matrix in two sections
(for example, 7× 4 and 7× 3, or 4× 7 and 3× 7).

While these partial results must be computed with the
padded matrices in the case of the 7× 7 matrix, the only
penalty is the six additional cycles required to “prime
the FP pumps” for the second part of the computation.
When one uses the more sophisticated (non-padded) ap-

proach, one must either go through A or through B twice.
In either case, the advantage of the more complex ap-
proach versus the padded approach is almost entirely
lost. The 7×4 (partial) matrix result takes 112 FP cycles
when padding is used and the calculation is clearly FP
dominated. With the more complex approach, a straight-
forward implementation will requires 121 cycles for the
loads and the calculation is load dominated. Shifting
from loads to register moves can reduce this to 109 FP cy-
cles and 110 load cycles, which appears to be better than
the 112 cycles required by the padded approach. How-
ever, the scheduling constraints imposed by the register
moves make this small advantage quite difficult to real-
ize, even when the additional 12 cycle advantage related
to the dot products is taken into account. The central
advantage to this technique is that it can be employed
by a compiler that is prohibited from padding operands.

Timing the 7 × 7 × 4 kernel on BG/L shows that the
16-byte aligned version runs in 73% of the elapsed time
for the non-SIMDized compiler-generated code, while the
padded version runs in 56% of the time. For the runs
reported in this paper, the padded approach was used for
the 7 × 7 matrices, but for 5 × 5 the aligned, unpadded
version was used, since the padding yields no advantage
for such small matrices.

In order to expedite the generation of so many kernel
routines, we constructed our own automated scheduler
and register allocation mechanism. While the scheduler
proved to be quite useful (generating high-performance
kernels in a reasonable amount of time), the register al-
location mechanism needs to be improved. The current
register use algorithm does well insofar as avoiding spills,
but, in some instances does not utilize the registers in
the correct pattern. Along with this allocation mecha-
nism, we plan to construct a simple visualization tool to
see how the allocator makes its decisions. Further ex-
tensions to the scheduler are also being planned. For
example, the spilling and restoring of C operands would
have proven beneficial here (as the 7× 7 matrix product
could have been computed as a unit and all of the ad-
vantages implied by that would have been realized) and
general schema such as sweeping back and forth across
an array should be part of the system. Finally, we plan
to study how to alter schedules based upon the mem-
ory level at which different operands reside further; the
scheduler does use such information, but it was far more
beneficial to construct the entire application so as to in-
sure that data was L1 resident when needed.

PERFORMANCE OF DDCMD ON BLUEGENE/L

This section describes the performance of our MGPT
MD simulation code on BG/L. We start with the
application-oriented scaling performance numbers, which
are the most important measure of performance since
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FIG. 4: Weak scaling performance of ddcMD on BlueGene/L,
demonstrating how well the code enables a scale-up in the
problem size by running on more processors (with the average
number of particles/processor held constant). Perfect linear
scaling would appear as a horizontal line on this plot.

they reflect the time to solution, and show how we have
achieved our code design objectives. The code exhibits
excellent scaling in both the weak and strong scaling lim-
its. Next, we describe how we compute the floating point
operations (Flops) required for each simulation, and then
apply this methodology to compute overall performance
in our benchmark calculations and production runs. This
leads us to a sustained overall performance of over 100
TFlops in our largest uranium run.

Although the total flop rate varied with the number of
tasks and the number of particles per task, ddcMD exhib-
ited excellent weak and strong scaling behavior. Figure
4 demonstrates that time-to-solution is consistent over a
variety of particles per node as the number of processors
is increased. Even more impressive, we saw continuous
speedup during strong scaling, a shown in Figure 5. Wall
clock time (or time to solution) for a 16,384,000 particle
system decreased as more processors were added, up to
and including the entire system. Finally, we show in Fig-
ure 6 that the code achieves its objective of scaling to very
low particles per processor. In the end, we saw speedup
on a classical MD calculation with only 8 particles per
processor - such scaling is unprecedented.

Table II shows the breakdown between various routines
for our full system run discussed in the following sec-
tion. These results demonstrate that our particle-based
decomposition scheme limits communication costs, as in-
tended. This low communication cost occurs despite the

I/O Output 4.10%

MD Force 86.57%

Verlet 4.76%

DDC Barrier 3.06%

DDC computation 0.94%

Communication + misc. 0.57%

TABLE II: Breakdown of time spent during ddcMD simula-
tion on 128K CPUs. This profiling data is averaged over the
sustained 101.7 TFlop uranium calculation that is highlighted
in the text.
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FIG. 5: Strong scaling performance of ddcMD on Blue-
Gene/L, demonstrating the speedup achieved by running a
fixed size job (16M atoms) on an increasing number of pro-
cessors.

large fraction of every domain that must be communi-
cated to remote domains due to the small spatial size of
the domains.

Load balance is a more significant concern for efficient
parallelization of ddcMD. One measure of the lack of uni-
formity in the computational load is the percentage of
time that domains spend waiting for the last domain to
finish. This time is denoted as Barrier time in Table
II and is about 3% of the total wall clock time. For
our largest tantalum simulations, this routine accounts
for approximately 7% of the run time, which indicates
that load balance could be a problem at even larger node
counts. The flexibility of the ddc algorithm allows us to
implement a dynamic load balancing algorithm to miti-
gate this effect, however this has not been exploited yet.

Table III shows the wall-clock times and FLOP rates
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FIG. 6: Strong scaling performance of ddcMD on BlueGene/L
in the extremely parallel limit. The total time to solution
continues to drop as more processors are brought to bear on
the problem, even down to a mere 8 particles/processor!

CPUs Atoms Local Remote Elapsed TFlops

atm/cpu atm/cpu (sec)

1024 4096000 4000.000 4214.000 633.36 0.50

2048 8192000 4000.000 4247.000 632.03 0.99

4096 16384000 4000.000 4691.000 659.70 1.82

8192 32768000 4000.000 4213.000 633.10 3.92

16384 65536000 4000.000 4251.000 622.28 7.77

32768 131072000 4000.000 4691.000 663.20 14.43

65536 262144000 4000.000 4216.000 620.86 30.92

131072 524288000 4000.000 4252.000 624.64 61.39

TABLE III: Weak scaling performance for tantalum

for a set of 200-step benchmark runs using 4000 tanta-
lum atoms per node. Similarly, Table IV shows the weak
scaling results for a set of benchmark runs using 4000
uranium atoms per node. As discussed previously, both
of these tables demonstrate that ddcMD has excellent
weak scaling behavior as the times are very consistent
over the range of job sizes. Further, the FLOP rates are
outstanding: over 100 TFlops on the full machine. These
short benchmark runs are indicative of the performance
for ddcMD productions runs: for the seven hour run of
the isochoric quench process in a molten uranium sys-
tem, the sustained performance was over 101.7 TFlops
on 131,072 (128k) processors/65,538 (64k) nodes.

Table V demonstrates the strong scaling results for
a fixed 2M atom sample of uranium run for 200 steps
over the entire machine. The time to solution is seen
to decrease with the number of particles per processor
all the way down to 15 particles per processor. Such

CPUs Atoms Local Remote Elapsed TFlops

atm/cpu atm/cpu (sec)

1024 4096000 4000.000 4216.000 914.90 0.84

2048 8192000 4000.000 4248.000 914.38 1.67

4096 16384000 4000.000 4687.000 969.20 3.09

8192 32768000 4000.000 4213.000 906.39 6.62

16384 65536000 4000.000 4249.000 906.22 13.23

32768 131072000 4000.000 4685.000 985.33 24.41

65536 262144000 4000.000 4216.000 916.81 52.23

131072 524288000 4000.000 4245.000 886.00 107.63

TABLE IV: Weak scaling performance for uranium

strong scaling enables us to utilize the ddcMD code on
BlueGene/L to access not only extremely large systems
(billions of atoms) but, when necessary, smaller systems
for extremely long times. Our ability to scale strongly
down to very few particles per processor is all the more
remarkable when one considers how much communica-
tion must take place - in the strong scaling limit there
are more than an order of magnitude more remote parti-
cles per domain than local!

CPU Atoms Local Remote Elapsed TFlops

atm/cpu atm/cpu (sec)

1024 2048000 2000.000 2796.000 461.72 0.82

2048 2048000 1000.000 1891.000 245.68 1.55

4096 2048000 500.000 1394.000 139.87 2.73

8192 2048000 250.000 880.000 70.24 5.48

16384 2048000 125.000 623.000 40.61 9.56

32768 2048000 62.000 471.000 26.63 14.83

131072 2048000 15.000 245.000 18.52 22.30

TABLE V: Strong scaling performance for uranium

Although we have demonstrated that the performance
of ddcMD running on BG/L has been exemplary (espe-
cially considering that the hardware, operating system,
and compilers are concurrently being developed), we have
also uncovered some shortcomings in our initial approach
to working in this environment. The restartability of our
algorithm allowed us to recover successfully from the oc-
casional hardware failure that is to be expected with this
number of CPUs. After running on 32,768 processors for
approximately 60 hours (including a non-stop run of 22
hours), we encountered a week-long challenge of manip-
ulating (changing permissions, copying/moving, consoli-
dating, etc.) and post-processing this highly distributed
data set. Due to file system limitations (notably the in-
ability of NFS to handle large amounts of meta-data),
these tasks were much more cumbersome than antici-
pated. We have since mitigated these problems by writ-
ing out fewer (but larger) data files, instead of the one
file/CPU paradigm used in the initial runs.



We have shown that ddcMD provides excellent time-to-
solution across a range of problem sizes. We now discuss
the raw performance exhibited by the code in terms of
FLOP rates. Currently, the hardware counters on BG/L
are not accessible to user applications. In order to esti-
mate performance we instrument our code to count the
number of times various computational blocks are called,
then count “by hand” the floating point operations per-
formed in each of these blocks. The bulk of the floating
point operations are in the evaluation of the two, three
and four body terms (and their gradients) in the expres-
sion for the energy. Using symmetry operations, this can
be reduced to the evaluation of a number of hopping ma-
trices on four distinct geometrical arrangements of atoms,
or graphs:

open 3−body2−body closed 4−bodyclosed 3−body

For tantalum (with 5 × 5 hopping matices) the total
number of floating point operations needed to evaulate
the energy and partial forces on one particle is

Flop(N) = 48N2−body + 1271Nclosed 3−body

+ 73Nopen 3−body

+ 2179Nclosed 4−body

+ 552Nmatrices ,

where the last term counts the operations necessary to
evaluate the terms in the matrices. A similar calculation
for uranium (with 7× 7 graphs) yields

Flop(N) = 44N2−body + 3059Nclosed 3−body

+ 73Nopen 3−body

+ 5419Nclosed 4−body

+ 2623Nmatrices ,

It should be noted that these estimates represent a
lower bound, as they count only the fops performed in
the evaulation of the kernel. Although the number of fops
performed elsewhere in the code is small, it is expected
that a proper hardware counter would yield a higher es-
timate.

Our instrumented code determines the precise number
of matrices and specific graphs that have been calculated.
Table VI lists the total calls and resulting floating point
operations (fops) for a 0.5B atom simulation of uranium
running for 25,244 sec, or approximately 7 hours. Divid-
ing the total fops by the total time yields an aggregate
performance rate of 101.7 TFlops. However, a significant
fraction of the total run time was spent writing snap-
shots of the running simulation for later analysis. Each
snapshot involved writing several dozen files totaling 97
GB, a process which took several minutes per snapshot

Graph calls fop/call fops % total

(1012) (1015)

N2 106.72 48 5.12 0.21

N3close 57.33 3187 182.72 7.13

N3open 399.75 73 29.18 1.19

N4 397.95 5676 2258.76 87.73

Nmatrix 35.04 2623 91.91 3.74

Total 2567.7 100.00

TABLE VI: FLOPs calculated during 7 hr simulation of ura-
nium using ddcMD code

(1038 sec of total disk I/O). Neglecting the I/O time,
we estimate a sustained computational performance of
106.1TFlops over the 7 hour interval.

SIMULATION RESULTS ON TANTALUM AND
URANIUM

The nucleation and growth of a solid out of a liquid
is a ubiquitous phenomenon that though well-studied, is
hardly well understood. One of the difficulties associ-
ated with this process is the broad range of applicable
time and length scales: although the initial nucleation of
solid-like regions occurs on the atomic scale, the subse-
quent rapid growth of these nuclei takes a large fraction of
a nanosecond and produces grain-like objects which can
involve hundreds of thousands of atoms. The eventual
coalescence of these objects results in an interconnected
network of grains and grain-boundaries which span the
entire structures. Computer simulations are a natural
way to study this process, but the necessarily finite size
of such models is known to color the results. The expec-
tation has always been that a sufficiently large simulation
cell would circumvent these issues, producing an accurate
model of reality. Researchers have disagreed on exactly
how large such a cell must be, with estimates ranging
from a few hundred[2] to tens of thousands[4, 5].

To address this question, we performed a series of cal-
culations investigating solidification in a transition metal
(tantalum) and an actinide (uranium) using MGPT
potentials in systems ranging from 64,000 atoms to
525,828,000 atoms. We implemented an NVT ensemble
(fixed Number of particles, Volume and Temperature)
for these simulations, with temperature control provided
by application of a Langevin thermostat[15, 16]. We
used the symplectic integration scheme (with a time
step of 1.5 fs), as described by Martyna and co-workers
with a slight modification to incorporate the stochastic
thermostat[17–19]. The thermal time constant was set to
1 ps. We use the Q6 local order parameter as defined by
ten Wolde et al. in order to discriminate between “liq-
uid” and “solid” atoms in the cell [20]. This quantity
is a measure of the correlation in local bond angles be-



FIG. 7: Phase diagram for a typical metal, showing the
melt curve and defining possible thermodynamic compres-
sion paths leading to solidification. Quench processes (e.g.,
freezing) have been the focus of most of the earlier studies of
crystallization, where emphasis has been placed on the role of
undercooling and the presence of metastable phases. Isother-
mal compression is a process which, unlike a quench, requires
a substantial input of energy into the system.

tween neighboring atoms, which has a value near unity
in a crystalline solid.

The initially liquid collection of tantalum atoms was
isothermally compressed by exponentially ramping the
volume from an initial value of 121.6 au to 74.6 au with
a time constant of 100 ps. We show in Figure 8 the evo-
lution of the solid fraction of the system, as well as the
compression. The point marked (*) notes the crossing
of the equilibrium melt pressure for this temperature (43
GPa). Nucleation is seen to occur at (a), nearly 100 ps af-
ter the equilibrium melt pressure was reached. currently
Rapid growth of the solid grains then occurs (b), with
the solidification rate far exceeding the compression rate.
This high growth period ends at (c) when the grains have
grown into each other (the onset of coalescence). At (c),
approximately 65% of the material has solidified - the
remaining material comprises an extensive, percolating
network of liquid and disorder separating grains of differ-
ing orientation[25]. The percolation threshold is reached
from above, as liquid is consumed by the growing solid.
From this point forward the continued growth of grains is
no longer accomplished by the speedy conversion of free
liquid atoms but rather by the assimilation of smaller
grains by larger grains - a far slower process mediated
by the network of disorder which spans the simulation
cell[26].

We display in Figure 9 (a-c) a time sequence of cross-
sectional images obtained from slices of a 16M-atom sim-
ulation cell at the points marked (a-c) in Figure 8. In
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FIG. 8: Percentage of the simulation cell that has solidified
as function of time, along with the compression ratio. The
melt curve for Ta is shown in the inset, which also depicts
the isothermal compression path (black arrow). The labeled
points refer to (*) the crossing of the equilibrium melt curve,
(a) the onset of nucleation, (b) the period of explosive growth
and (c) the onset of coalescence.

Figure 9 (d-f) we show the same sequence for a 64k-atom
simulation. The atoms have been colored according to
a parameter that is a measure of the correlation of lo-
cal symmetry - liquid (blue) atoms have local symmetry
which is poorly correlated, while solid (red) atoms posses
a local symmetry which is highly correlated with their
neighbors[20]. Yellow atoms identify a distinct popula-
tion of “intermediate” atoms that occupy the interfaces
and grain boundaries. The images for the 64k-atom sim-
ulation were created by tiling the original slices (using
periodic boundary conditions) so that the spatial extent
for each of the images approximately matches that of the
16M-atom images. (The images are 6×6 tiles of the orig-
inal; the exact ratio of simulation box lengths is 6.35:1).
Homogenous nucleation in the larger sample is seen to
occur earlier and across the entire sample, producing a
heirarchy of nucleus-nucleus separations and sizes that
lead to the rich grain structure seen in Figure 9(c). By
contrast, the early grains nucleated in the 64k-atoms sim-
ulation grow very rapidly to fill the simulation cell, so
that the grains are interacting with their images. Co-
alescence in this system produces a very artificial final
grain structure, dominated by grains which now spans
the entire structure.

Figure 10 displays cross-sectional images obtained



FIG. 9: Cross sections of the 16M-atom (a-c) and 64k-atom (d-f) simulation taken at equivalent times during the solidification.
Labels refer to points shown in Figure 8.

from slices of our simulation cells at 250 ps. The
three smaller samples have been replicated using periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) so that their linear extent is
approximately the same as the 16M-atom sample. By the
end of the coalescence phase, the 64,000-atom and 250k-
atom simulation have each developed a periodic grain
structure, which appears rather artificial when compared
with the structure seen in the 16M-atom sample. At first
glance, the structure produced in the 2M-atom simula-
tion appears to be very similar to the 16M-atom struc-
ture. We will show below that even the 2M-atom sam-
ple suffers from the effects of finite size. The simulation
performed with 256k atoms resulted in a grain structure
very similar to the patterned structure shown in Figure
9(f), with grains which span the simulation cell. Inter-
estingly enough, a similar investigation of the structure
at coalescence for the 2M atom simulation did not reveal
system-spanning grains - the structure appears (to the
eye, at least) similar to that shown in Figure 9(c), for
the 16M atom simulation. A more careful investigation
reveals that even in the absence of such a clear “periodic
boundary effect,” the distribution of grain sizes in this
system has also been cut-off at at an artificially small
size. We display in Figure 11 the average size of the
largest grains as a function of time for sample sizes span-
ning over 2 orders of magnitude. Although the grains

evolve in similar fashion (i.e, explosive growth followed
by a slow coarsening after coalescence), the size of the
largest grains at the percolation threshold (as the system
transitions from fast to slow growth) exhibits a strong
size dependence, with the smaller samples unable to at-
tain the larger grain sizes[28]. The dependence of grain
size to system size can be described using finite size scal-
ing (FSS) theory - close to the percolation threshold the
total number of atoms (or mass, M) in the largest grains
should scale as the linear size of the system L with a
fractal dimension df [27]

M ∝ Ndf /d ≈ N0.84 .

We plot the size at percolation (the points marked in
Figure 11) against simulation-cell size in Figure 12. Also
shown in Figure 412 are the results expected from fi-
nite size scaling (solid line). We find that for samples
smaller than 8,192,000 (8M) atoms, the results can be
closely described using finite size scaling, so that the fi-
nite size of the simulation cell is still influencing the size
of the largest clusters. Simulations utilizing cells larger
than 8M atoms would not produce larger grains at the
percolation threshold, as evidenced by the behavior of
the 16,364,000 (16M) atom simulation. For these simu-
lations, continuous nucleation of solid (in the vanishing
liquid spaces) and growth of the existing solid grains ul-



FIG. 10: Cross sectional images displaying the microstructure obtained in simulations containing (a) 64,000 atoms (b) 256,000
atoms, (c) 2,048,000 atoms and (d) 16,384,000 atoms after the start of the coarsening process. The three smaller sample images
have been replicated using periodic boundary conditions to appear approximately the same size as the 16M atom simulation.

timately serve to limit the grain size. The growth of the
largest grains for the 16M atom cell is seen in Figure 11 to
follow almost identically the growth observed in the 8M-
atom simulation, while the size of the largest grains at
percolation are seen to have significantly departed from
the finite size scaling prediction. We highlight the power-
law scaling in the inset to Figure 12.

We might expect the average size of the largest grain
at coalescence to be independent of system size since it
is determined entirely by the nucleation rate per volume
per time and the growth rate. Neither of those rates vary
with system size in a macroscopic system. In a simulated

sample that is too small, however, the largest cluster sees
an image of itself which is artificially close due to the
periodic boundary conditions. The largest cluster in this
case will grow until it reaches a certain limiting size that
scales with the volume of the box.

Figure 12 shows the size of the maximum cluster at the
start of the coarsening process as a function of simulation
size. We find that the sizes for our three smaller samples
scale linearly with system size - an indication that the
coarsening process has occurred too early for these sys-
tems. The largest grain in the 16M-atom simulation is
clearly no longer scaling with cell volume in the same
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FIG. 11: The size of the largest cluster in the system, as a
function of time, plotted for simulation cells containing 64,000
(green), 250k (blue), 2M (red) and 16M (black) atoms.

way as the smaller samples. We believe that it is the
distribution of nucleation sites during the early stages of
the simulation, not the presence of PBC, which limits the
grain size in this case.

ddcMD will allow us to deepen our understanding of
solidification in a wide variety of high-Z materials that
have to date posed great challenges for atomistic simu-
lation. For example, armed with the tantalum results,
we have begun to model solidification in uranium start-
ing with an isobaric quench (see Fig. 13). The results
obtained for tantalum suggest that system size is an im-
portant factor determining not only the growth process
but the resulting structure. We display in Figure 13 the
temperature of the uranium sample as a function of time,
showing the sample quenched to below the equilibrium
melt point (blue line). The run was not finished as we
went to press, so that the uranium is still in a molten
state. We expect that with a longer simulation we will
witness the nucleation and growth process in this impor-
tant actinide, allowing direct comparison to a transition
metal system.

CONCLUSIONS

The 16M-atom calculation that we performed on tan-
talum is significant because it provides the first model
of metal solidification from the melt made with no ap-
proximations due to finite system size. This simulation
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FIG. 12: Maximum cluster size at the start of coarsening as a
function of simulation size. The maximum cluster size should
scale with the size of the cell if the scale of growth is dictated
by the volume of the simulation box, as demonstrated by
the 64,000-, 250k- and 2M-atom simulations. The maximum
cluster size at the end of coalescence in the 16M simulations,
by comparison, is seen no longer to scale with cell volume,
suggesting that growth in this simulation occurred with no
interference from the cell boundaries.

represents a crucial first step towards our goal of creat-
ing a mesoscale model of solidification with input from
atomistics, as it demonstrates an ability to directly link
accurate atomistic simulations to meso- and higher-scale
models – a feat never before achieved for a liquid/solid
transition. In addition, the uranium calculation (the
largest simulation ever attempted using quantum-based
interaction potentials) proves that BlueGene/L’s unique
architecture can scale as advertised with real-world appli-
cations to attain a performance of 101.7 TFlops. Given
the weak scaling of ddcMD we could simulate well over a
billion atoms, both in order to verify directly the size in-
dependence of our earlier result and to begin an unprece-
dented atomistic-scale investigation into grain coarsen-
ing.

* This work was performed under the auspices of the
U.S. Department of Energy by University of California,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Con-
tract W-7405-Eng-48.
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FIG. 13: Temperature of 524,288,000 atom uranium simula-
tion as function of time, showing the quench from a molten
state (5000 K) to a metastable liquid state (1000 K). Blue
line denotes the ambient melt temperature for uranium.
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